We notice that non-linear oscillator Hamiltonian having the character of non-Hermitian(H = H + ) ,non-PTsymmetry( [H, P T ] = 0) and non-Pseudohermiticity (ηHη −1 = H + ) can yield real eigenvalues.
eigenvalues.

I.Introduction
In quantum mechanics, perhaps the most well studied problem is the real Harmonic Oscillator.
This simple Hamiltonian possess [1] real energy eigenvalues.
Further it is Hermitian in nature i.e
.A slight deviation to this real oscillator was proposed by Bender and Boettecher [2] (hence forward BB) saying that Harmonic oscillator with complex term ix i.e
also possess real energy eigenvalues
In order to give satisfactory explanation to this ,BB [2] introduced the concept of P T symmetry . The operator P, represents space reflection x → −x, p → −p and the operator, T represents time reversal i → −i . In fact under PT transformation , the commutation relation between co-ordinate, x and momentum ,p remains invariant i.e.
Further one will notice that any Hamiltonian (H) having P T symmetry character must obey the commutation relation
Hence using P T symmetry concept one argues that no stable real eigenvalues of the
can exist.However using Hermiticity property one expects stable real eigenvalues of the above Hamiltonian.This brings the superiority of P T symmetry [2] over Hermiticity [1] . It is interesting to note that many authors [2, 3, 4] have verified the real spectrum of complex oscillator ,
however some authors could not verify the real spectrum because of incorrect approach in their calculation [5] .It is true that P T symmetry condition is a simpler condition than Hermiticity After the new PT symmetry condition, Mostafazadeh [6] proposed the Pseudo-Hermiticity condition i.e.
in non-Hermitian Hamiltonian for getting real spectra. In a recent work we have proposed a new non-Hermitian Hamiltonian [7] whose pseudo-Hermiticity behaviour can hardly be verified. However its P T symmetry can easily be verified . Now question arises, if an operator is (i) not Hermitian , (ii) not PTsymmetric and (iii) not having Pseudo − Hermiticity (hence forward NH-NPT-NPH) behaviour then will such operator posses real eigenvalue? Answer to this question is yes.
II.Non-Hermitian,Non-PT symmetry Hamiltonian :Exact Eigenvalue
Let us consider a non-Hermitian ,non-P T symmetry Hamiltonian
whose exact energy eigenvalue is
which can also be calculated using perturbation theory [8] .
III. NH-NPT-NPH Hamiltonian and Eigenvalue
Here we consider the NH-NPT-NPH non-linear oscillator Hamiltonian.
In order to study the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H we use matrix diagonalization method (MDM). In MDM [9] , we solve the eigenvalue relation
where |m > is the Harmonic oscillator wave function which satisfies the relation
The matrix elements of H are
IV.Result and Conclusion
It is seen that matrix elements are not symmetric.In table-1 ,we reflect eigenvalues for different matrix sizes for λ = 0.1. It is easy to confirm that entire spectrum is real.Further to convince the reader regarding the correctness of our result we quote eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in Eq(11) with λ = 0 ,which is well known Hamiltonian in the literature of Quantum mechanics i.e anharmonic oscillator
and compare energy eigenvalues with the standard results [10 ] .
Now question arrises what is the condition of real spectra ?.
It is true that immediate answer to this is not known . 
